World Congress in Amsterdam

World Congress Speaker Calls for “Monogamy Men” to Take Back the Culture

By Austin Ruse

(WASHINGTON, DC – C-FAM)
Patrick Fagan, family scholar at the Family Research Council, told the World Congress of
Families
last week in
Amsterdam that there are two competing cultures of sexual morality and that both have a
profound effect on culture and public policy. Fagan called one culture “monogamous” and the
other “polymorphous” and he warned that one is “snatching” children from the other.
Fagan told the audience that “the culture of the traditional family is now in intense competition
with a very different culture. The defining difference between the two is the sexual ideal
embraced [by each].” He described an “elegance in the simplicity of the ideals behind the two
cultures: monogamy and polymorphous serial polygamy, or ‘polyamory' for short. “

Patrick Fagan joined Washington's Heritage Foundation in 1994 and is the think tank's William
H.G. FitzGerald Senior Research Fellow in Family and Cultural Issues. In 2001, his work earned
him Heritage's prestigious Drs. W. Glenn and Rita Ricardo Campbell Award. It is given to the
employee who delivers "an outstanding contribution to the analysis and promotion of the Free
Society."
Fagan earned his doctorate in social policy from University College Dublin and also received his
training as a psychologist at the same university.

Fagan said the “constitutional state was the product of monogamous culture [while] the
expanding social welfare state is increasingly the product of polyamorous culture. The
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constitutional state is built upon a sense of the sacred and gives religion a public place even as
it protects the freedom of religion [or no religion] for all… The social welfare state today is more
comfortable with atheism or at least the removal of religion from the public discourse and the
total privatization of religion and the sacred.”
On the life issues, Fagan said that in monogamous culture “all human life is sacred and
protected, be it the pre-born, the handicapped or the elderly” while in polyamorous culture about
one-third of the pre-born are killed by their mothers and the handicapped and the elderly are
unwelcome and increasingly vulnerable to early elimination.”
Fagan warned that while monogamous culture is fertile and expanding and polyamorous
culture is in below replacement fertility, that polyamorous culture is still expanding through their
control of three areas of public policy: “education of children, sex education, and adolescent
health.” Fagan said that through such control polyamorous culture “snatches children away from
their parents and away from monogamous culture in ways analogous to the Ottoman Turks of
the 14th century who raided boys from Christian nations to train them as their own elite warriors,
the Janissaries.”
Fagan said “this snatching is almost complete when these three program areas result in
adolescents accepting and engaging in sexual intercourse” and that “every time the
polyamorous programs and media succeed in drawing teenagers into sexual activity they have
captured another Janissary.”
Fagan described efforts monogamous culture has used to fight back, especially the rise and
success of abstinence education, but also explained the way polyamorous culture rose up and
crushed it. He also pointed out that the campaigns against home schooling are an effort by the
dominant polyamorous culture to stop parents from protecting their children.
In the end, Fagan called upon “monogamy men” to fight back. He said the only answer is for
them to fight for control “over what is his and his family’s just due, what his taxes fund, and what
he can use in raising his children, control over the three big programs of childhood education,
sex education and adolescent health programs.”
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